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[nǐhǎo]*, my
wonderful Bookworm!
Hitting send on a pitch is hard.
That racing heart “OMG!” moment, when the panic sets in...
“They're not gonna reply, why the heck I'm doing this?”
Then you think “eh...f**k” and hit send.
But ya know what?
We all get the panic!
And if the last year and this year showed us anything — well, it showed us
loads of things — but one thing it showed is that we love to see the hilarious,
embarrassing business mishaps.
(Pssst: My most opened and clicked-on E-Mail this year so far is Failure
Rocket — q.e.d. = quod erat demonstrandum.)
Kids crashing their parents zoom meetings...a news reporter got caught on air
with no trousers on...and a lawyer got stuck in a 'cat filter' mode on zoom
court.

We all loved that. Now there's more of it, and more *forgiveness* of it, but it's
what we've wanted all along: people being themselves.
You being you.
In all your flawsomeness.
(TBH, I discovered the word *flawsome* recently and I love it. It's a
combination of the words "flaws" and "awesome" and means that you are
awesome and wonderful even if you do have flaws. Because nobody is
perfect!)
An essential place to be you is in your own business: may it be your copy on
your website, your E-Mail, and your sales material or a phone / zoom call or a
live face-to-face meeting.
There you have it — today, if you stay all business you risk coming across as a
buttoned-up, stiffy person with superficial, rigid sentences and jargon, the
way you were forced to write and talk in your academic papers or corporate
environment.
That kind of polished, formal biz language doesn't make peeps say:
"Oooh, I want to be friends with you! I feel like I know you! Here's my
money!”
What does make us say that is communicating (forced by the circumstances
all in writing) that sounds like talking to friends: 80% about the recipient,
20% about you.
That means unfinished sentences, imperfect wording, ending a sentence
with...
During my time abroad, in Bath, UK, I once super-proud corrected my
flatmate: "With whom are you going to the movies?" Never forget her ironic
gaze and mocking smile. “Nope, Claudia, it's my mother tongue. You're gonna
say "Who are you going to the movies with?" Lesson learnt!
Grammatically perfect, no, no, no. Perfectly human, yes, yes, yes.
That's what we want. REAL people.
So flip your script, your copy, your pitch and you're getting replies.
My lovely Bookworm, do you have trouble letting go of perfection in what you
put out for your business?
I've got just the thing: You know I’m building FOREIGN RIGHTS HERO
at the moment and if promoting your creative, publishing-related business IS
on your to-do list, always remember it won't work in your favour if you aren't

genuine. Don't pretend to be what you're not.
Also, I'd love to invite you to ask your questions.
The global book industry is facing dramatic economic developments:
Higher paper and energy prices,
Global supply chains were cut,
Rising minimum wage (e.g. in Germany) &
Political demands (e.g.*compulsory licensing* in Europe for e-books).
Things around the globe (thanks for all your first-hand info!) are a lot like they
are here in Germany.
It continues to feel like things are getting back to normal, but then another
outbreak happens or a virus variant is identified and everyone starts
scrambling again.
Still, businesses seem to be moving along quite well, but the supply chains are
causing some angst and disruption.
Hit reply and tell me: What number one question do you have right now on
global book publishing and foreign rights licensing?

With much love,
xoxo
Claudia
*

[nǐhǎo] = Good Day or Hello in Chinese

P.S. Curious about what worked for me but you can't wait for the FOREIGN
RIGHTS HERO → Click here now to join the VIP Waitlist for FOREIGN
RIGHTS HERO doors open?
Hate attending highly concrete, effective and fun webinars that help your

business? Kidding! ;) Do you prefer a one-on-one? Hit reply, my lovely
Bookworm and arrange an Explore & Navigate appointment with me.

P.P.S. Like my LOVE LETTERS TO BOOKWORMS? Hook your friends up with
this link. Ta, you're the best!!!
P.P.P.S. BREAKING: Indie books on a world tour.
If you want to get your hands on them, grab your MAGAZINES FOR BOOK
LOVERS and let me know ASAP by hitting REPLY.

________________________________________________________

Want even MORE?
Weekly motivation
Curated tips & tools & deals
Exclusive giveaways
Well, today's the day. This year's your year.
LOVE LETTERS TO BOOKWORMS | MAGAZINES FOR BOOK LOVERS
Pssst! If you forget why you're hearing from me, Claudia Wittmann, it's
probably because you signed up for a superb freebie on my site, ordered a
catalogue or submitted your book. If you don't want these E-Mails, you can
say „Goodbye“ at any time. Also, note that links may be affiliate links. I
occasionally promote things for a commission, but only things I like and
believe in that I think you'd like, too.
For occasional (and awesome) social updates, here is where to find us.
YouTube - Twitter - Pinterest - Xing - Kress
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